Abstract. We propose a new way to measure the balance between freedom and coherence in a dynamical system and a new measure of its internal variability. Based on the concept of entropy and ideas from neuroscience and information theory, we define intricacy and average sample complexity for topological and measure-preserving dynamical systems. We establish basic properties of these quantities, show that their suprema over covers or partitions equal the ordinary entropies, compute them for many shifts of finite type, and indicate natural directions for further research.
Introduction
In their study of high-level neural networks [25] , G. Edelman, O. Sporns, and G. Tononi introduced a quantitative measure that they call neural complexity to try to capture the interplay between two fundamental aspects of brain organization: the functional segregation of local areas and their global integration. Neural complexity is high when functional segregation coexists with integration and is low when the components of a system are either completely independent (segregated) or completely dependent (integrated). J. Buzzi and L. Zambotti [5] provided a mathematical foundation for neural complexity by placing it in a natural class of functionals: the averages of mutual information satisfying exchangeability and weak additivity. The former property means that the functional is invariant under permutations of the system, the latter that it is additive when independent systems are combined. They gave a unified probabilistic representation of these functionals, which they called intricacies.
In this paper we define and then study intricacy in dynamical systems, based on the classical definition of topological entropy in dynamical systems and intricacy as defined by Buzzi and Zambotti. We define topological intricacy and the closely related topological average sample complexity for a general topological dynamical system (X, T ) with respect to an open cover U of X. More specifically, denote by n * the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, let S = {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s |S|−1 } ⊂ n * , let S c = n * \ S, let c n S be a weighting function that depends on S and n, let U S = |S|−1 i=0 T −si U , and let N (U ) be the minimum cardinality of a subcover of U . Then the topological intricacy of (X, T ) with respect to the open cover U is defined to be (1.1) Int(X, U , T ) = lim
Breaking up the logarithm and sum shows that one should study the average sample complexity, We will initially let c n S = 2 −n for all S. Since we are averaging the quantity log(N (U S )N (U S c )/N (U n * )) over all subsets S ⊂ n * , topological intricacy takes on high values for systems in which for most S the product N (U S )N (U S c ) is large compared to N (U n * ). We will see that this happens in systems that are far from from both total order and total disorder. Intricacy may be thought of as a measure of something like organized flexibility within a system, and average sample complexity as a measure of possible internal variability.
We define intricacy and average sample complexity for measure-preserving systems by taking probabilities of configurations into account rather than just counting them. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measurepreserving system and α = {A 1 , . . . , A k } a finite measurable partition of X. Given S ⊂ n * and c n S as above, let α S = n−1 i=0 T −si α and H µ (α) = − k i=1 µ(A i ) log µ(A i ). Then the measure-theoretic intricacy of X and T with respect to α is defined to be (1.3) Int µ (X, α, T ) = lim
For similar reasons as in the topological case, measure-theoretic intricacy takes high values for systems that are far from both order and disorder. As in the topological case, measure-theoretic intricacy also involves a component interesting in its own right, the measure-theoretic average sample complexity:
(1.4) Asc µ (X, α, T ) = lim Existing concepts such as sequence entropy [12, 15, 16, 11, 22] and maximal pattern complexity [9, 8] also involve sampling a system at a selected set of times, but Int and Asc include all possibilities over all finite sets of sampling times.
Two of the main results in this paper (Theorems 3.1 and 5.6) establish a relationship between topological intricacy and topological entropy as well as between measure-theoretic intricacy and measuretheoretic entropy. We show that intricacy is bounded above by entropy in both the topological and measure-theoretic settings. One result of this is that systems of zero entropy also have zero intricacy, so intricacy takes on low values for integrated systems. It is also easy to see that independent systems have zero intricacy. Entropy in dynamics classically is first defined with respect to either a specific cover of a topological space or a specific partition of a measure space. To define the entropy of a transformation as an invariant under topological conjugacy or measure-theoretic isomorphism, one then takes the supremum over all open covers or over all partitions. We define intricacy with respect to a cover and with respect to a partition, but in a corollary of Theorem 3.1 we show, for c n S = 2 −n , that sup U Int(X, U , T ) = sup U Asc(X, U , T ) = h top (X, T ), the usual topological entropy of the system. Similarly in the measure-theoretic setting, in Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 5.8 we show for c n S = 2 −n that sup α Int µ (X, α, T ) = sup α Asc µ (X, α, T ) = h µ (X, T ), the usual measure-theoretic entropy. Thus attempts to define conjugacy invariants from these quantities lead to nothing new. However, looking at these measurements for specific partitions and open covers provides finer information of a new kind about interactions within dynamical systems (see, for example, Examples 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8).
The main topological examples we examine are subshifts, which are closed shift-invariant collections of infinite sequences of elements from a finite alphabet. The topological entropy of a subshift is the exponential growth rate of the number of words of each length found in sequences in the subshift. To find the intricacy or average sample complexity of a subshift, rather than counting all words of length n, we find an average of the number of words seen at the places in a subset S ⊂ n * . Averaging in this manner creates a measurement that is more sensitive to the structure of the sequences in a subshift than is the entropy.
While we can approximate intricacy and average sample complexity for subshifts, computing the actual quantities is difficult in general, since in principle for each n we have to make computations on all 2 n subsets of n * . Theorem 4.2 provides a formula for the average sample complexity for particular covers of certain shifts of finite type. In the measure-theoretic setting Theorems 5.9 and 5.11 and Proposition 5.10 give a relationship between measure-theoretic average sample complexity with respect to a finite partition α, the fiber entropy of the first-return (or skew product) map on a cross product, and a series involving the conditional entropies H µ (α | α i ). More specifically, we show that for 1-step Markov shifts (1.5) Asc µ (X, α, T ) =
We use this equation to compute the measure-theoretic average sample complexity and measure-theoretic intricacy for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift and 1-step and 2-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift. Analysis of these data leads to conjectures about measures that maximize average sample complexity and measures that maximize intricacy. Appendix A presents the generalizations to average sample pressure, and Appendix B extends the results to general weights. We have defined some new quantities and found out only the first few new things about them; we conclude by mentioning some questions raised by this work that we think deserve further study.
1.1. Some terminology and notation. We assume the basic terminology and notation of topological dynamics, symbolic dynamics, and ergodic theory, as found for example in [14] , [18] , and [27] . For us a topological dynamical system (X, T ) is a compact Hausdorff (often metric) space X with a continuous transformation T : X → X, and a measure-preserving system (X, B, µ, T ) consists of a complete probability space (X, B, µ) and a one-to-one onto map T : X → X such that T and T −1 are both measurable. We denote by n * the set of integers from 0 to n − 1. i.e. n * = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. Given a subset S ⊂ n * , we denote its complement by S c = n * \ S. We denote the number of elements in a set A by either card(A) or |A|. Unless otherwise specified, logarithms will be taken base e. We take the convention that 0 log 0 = 0.
The (two-sided) full shift space Σ(A) over an alphabet A is defined to be Σ(A) = ∞ −∞ A = {x = (x i ) ∞ −∞ : x i ∈ A for each i} and is given the product topology. For us A is finite and has the discrete topology. The one-sided full shift space is Σ(A)
. . , r − 1} then we denote Σ(A) or Σ(A) + by Σ r or Σ + r and call it the full r-shift. We will deal only with two-sided shift spaces over a finite alphabet A = {0, 1, . . . , r − 1} unless otherwise stated. A subshift is a pair (X, σ), where X ⊂ Σ r is a nonempty, closed, shift-invariant (σX = X) set. A block or word is an element of A r for some r = 0, 1, 2 . . . , i.e. a finite string on the alphabet A. If x is a sequence in a subshift X, we will sometimes denote the block in x from position i to position j by
We denote the empty block by . Denote the set of words of length n in a subshift X by
Let S ⊂ n * , S = {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s |S|−1 }, and suppose w ∈ L n (X) such that w si = a si for i = 0, . . . , |S|−1 and a si ∈ A. Then we call a s0 a s1 · · · a s |S|−1 a word at the places in S. Denote the set of words we can see at the places in S for all words in L n (X) by L S (X). More formally, if S = {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s |S|−1 }, then
Notice that L n * (X) = L n (X). Given a subshift X ⊂ Σ(A), we will often consider the cover U n consisting of rank n cylinder sets
for some choices of i −n , i −n+1 , . . . , i n ∈ A, and similarly for covers U n of one-sided subshifts. A shift of finite type (SFT) is defined by specifying a finite collection, F, of forbidden words on a given alphabet, A = {0, 1, . . . , r}. Given such a collection F, define X F ⊂ Σ r to be the set of all sequences none of whose subblocks are in F. i.e.
(1.8)
Topological intricacy and average sample complexity
Our definitions of intricacy and average sample complexity are based on the idea of neurological complexity proposed by Edelman, Sporns, and Tononi [24] and its probabilistic generalizations by Buzzi and Zambotti [5] . An important initial consideration is the identification of the families of weights that are appropriate to use for the averaging over subsets involved in the basic definitions. A system of coefficients is defined (in [5] ) to be a family of numbers {c n S : n ∈ N, S ⊂ n * } satisfying, for all n ∈ N and S ⊂ n * , c 
Given a system of coefficients c n S and a finite set of random variables {x i : i ∈ n * }, for each S ⊂ n * let x S := {x i : i ∈ S}. The corresponding mutual information functional I c is defined by
An intricacy is a mutual information functional satisfying
(1) exchangeability: if n, m ∈ N and φ : n * → m * is a bijection, then I c (x) = I c (y) for any x := {x i : i ∈ n * }, y := {x φ −1 (j) : j ∈ m * }; (2) weak additivity: I c (x, y) = I c (x) + I c (y) for any two independent systems {x i : i ∈ n * }, {y j : j ∈ m * }.
The following result from [5] characterizes systems of coefficients that generate intricacies. A probability
Theorem 2.1. Let c n S be a system of coefficients and I c the associated mutual information functional.
I
c is an intricacy if and only if there exists a symmetric probability measure λ c on [0, 1] such that for all S ⊂ n * ,
The measure λ c is uniquely determined by I c . Moreover I c is non-null, i.e. there exists some nonzero c n S for S ∈ {∅, n * } if and only if λ c {(0, 1)} > 0. In this case c n S > 0 for all S ⊂ n * , S ∈ {∅, n * }. For the neural complexity weights we have
i.e., λ c is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and neural complexity is an intricacy.
We now formulate definitions of topological intricacy and topological average sample complexity, based on the definition of topological entropy given by Adler, Konheim, and McAndrew in terms of open covers [1] . We could just as well use the definition of Bowen [3] , and do so below in (2.1) and for the generalization to average sample pressure in Section A. Definition 2.2. Let T : X → X be a continuous map on a compact Hausdorff space X, let U be an open cover of X, and let c n S be a system of coefficients as defined above. Define the topological intricacy of T with respect to the open cover U to be
We will see later that this limit exists.
Next we define the topological average sample complexity. Note that
and (2.6) lim
the ordinary topological entropy of T with respect to the open cover U . Thus, in order to calculate intricacy we must find
Since this quantity is interesting on its own, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.3. Let T : X → X be a continuous map on a compact Hausdorff space X, let U be an open cover of X and let c n S be a system of coefficients. The topological average sample complexity of T with respect to the open cover U is defined to be
Thus, when averaging log N (U S ) over all subsets S ⊂ n * we end up counting the contribution from some subsets many times. If we restrict to subsets S ⊂ n * such that 0 ∈ S, then we count each configuration only once. This leads to the next definition, where we are concerned only with the configuration that a subset S ⊂ n * exhibits. Proposition 2.5. Let (X, T ) be a topological dynamical system and fix the system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n . Then for any open cover U of X,
Proof.
We also consider the average sample complexity and intricacy as functions of n. Definition 2.6. Let (X, T ) be a topological dynamical system, U an open cover of X, and c n S a system of coefficients. The topological average sample complexity function of T with respect to the open cover U is defined by
The topological intricacy function of T with respect to the open cover U is defined by
When the context is clear we will sometimes write these as Asc(n) and Int(n).
Remark 2.7. Suppose that (X, σ) is a subshift, U = U 0 is the standard time-0 cover (and partition) by cylinder sets determined by the initial symbol, and S ⊂ n * . Then N (U S ) is the number of different words of length |S| seen at the places in S among all sequences in X.
In order to show that the limits in Equations 2.4 and 2.8 exist, we show that b n := S⊂n * c n S log N (U S ) is subadditive for the class of systems of coefficients that define an intricacy functional as in Theorem 2.1. 
Abbreviate U (S) = U and V (S) = V . For W ⊂ m * let W + n = {w + n : w ∈ W }. Note that each W ⊂ m * corresponds uniquely to W + n = V , and for the corresponding sets W and
Corollary 2.9. If c n S is a system of coefficients, then the limits in the definitions of Asc(X, U , T ) and Int(X, U , T ) (Definitions 2.4 and 2.8) exist and
Proof. This follows from Fekete's Lemma [7] and Theorem 2.8.
, and hence
For every finite open cover U and every subset S ⊂ n * , N (U S ) ≤ N (U n * ).
2.1.
Definitions of intricacy and average sample complexity based on Bowen's definition of entropy.
Definition 2.11. Given a dynamical system (X, T ), where d is a metric on X, and a subset S ⊂ n * , a set E ⊂ X is (S, ε) spanning if for each x ∈ X there is y ∈ E with d(T si x, T si y) ≤ ε for all i = 0, . . . , |S| − 1. Let r(S, ε) be the minimum cardinality of an (S, ε) spanning set of X.
Definition 2.12. Fix a system of coefficients c n S . For each ε > 0 define the ε-topological intricacy of (X, T ) by (2.19) Int ε (X, T ) = lim sup
the ε-topological average sample complexity of (X, T ) by
and the ε-topological average configuration complexity of (X, T ) by
We also give the definitions of topological intricacy, topological average sample complexity, and topological average configuration complexity in terms of (S, ε) separated sets. A set E ⊂ X is (S, ε) separated if for each pair of distinct points x, y ∈ E, d(T si x, T si y) > ε for some i = 0, . . . , |S| − 1. Let s(S, ε) be the maximum cardinality of a set E ⊂ X such that E is (S, ε) separated. Fix a system of coefficients c n S . For each ε > 0 define the (ε-topological intricacy) of (X, T ) by (2.22) Int ε (X, T ) = lim sup
the (ε-topological average sample complexity) of (X, T ) by
and the (ε-topological average configuration complexity) of (X, T ) by
We use different notations for the definitions based on (S, ε) separating sets and those based on (S, ε) spanning sets because, in general, for a given ε the two definitions may not be equivalent. But the limits as ε → 0 and the suprema over open covers U are the same, and similarly for the pressure versions: see Theorem A.11, Corollary A.12, Theorem A.13, and Corollary A.14.
The supremum over open covers equals topological entropy
To calculate the topological entropy of a system using the Adler, Konheim, and McAndrew definition with open covers, one finds the supremum over all open covers, U , of h top (X, U , T ), and this defines an invariant for topological conjugacy. The following theorem shows that, with c n S = 2 −n for all S, if suprema over all open covers are taken in calculating topological average sample complexity then we get just the usual topological entropy. See (7.7) below for further comments about this and Theorem 5.6. Therefore we are motivated to compute and study intricacy and average sample complexity for specific open covers, and also as functions of n (see Definition 2.6) before taking the limits in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3. Theorem 3.1. Let (X, T ) be a topological dynamical system and fix a system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n . Then
The idea of the proof is that for most subsets S ⊂ n * , S + k * is large, so that for any open cover U we have log N (U S+k * )/n = log N ((U k * ) S )/n close to log N (U n * )/n ≈ h top (X, U , T ). Averaging over S, it then follows that Asc(X, U k * , T ) is close to h top (X, U , T ), and taking the suprema over U concludes the argument.
In the following Lemma, for a given n, k ∈ N with k < n, we break the interval n * into intervals K i of length k/2; then for S ⊂ n * and s ∈ S, we know that if s ∈ K i then the interval s + k * := {s, s + 1, . . . , s + k − 1} will be long enough to contain K i+1 . This helps us count the subsets S for which S + k * := {s 0 + k * , . . . , s |S|−1 + k * } is large enough so that log N (S + k * )/n is a good approximation to the topological entropy of T with respect to U . Lemma 3.2. Given n, k ∈ N such that k is even and less than n, break n * into 2n/k − 1 sets of k/2 consecutive integers and one set of at most k/2 consecutive integers, by defining
For each subset S ⊂ n * , let
denote the number of intervals K i , i = 1, . . . , 2n/k , that contain at least one element of S. Given 0 < ε < 1, define B, the set of "bad" subsets S ⊂ n * , by
Then there exists an even k ∈ N such that
Proof. Note that S ∈ B if it intersects at most (1 − ε)(2n/k) of the 2n/k sets K i . To create any subset S ∈ B we choose (2n/k)ε intervals K i for S to not intersect and then pick a subset (could be empty) from the rest of the 2n/k(1 − ε) intervals K i to intersect S. The same subset can be produced this way many times. Thus
According to Stirling's approximation, there is a constant c such that
for all m. This implies
We will show lim n→∞ (card(B)/2 n ) = 0 by showing that for each ε > 0 we can find a k such that
Denote the binary entropy function by
we take the logarithm of both sides of the inequality and show
This would follow from
By basic calculus H(ε) ≤ log(2); thus if k > 2/ε Equation 3.10 is satisfied and therefore Equation 3.9 is satisfied.
Next we note some properties of N (U S ) that are needed for the proof of Theorem 3.1. To simplify notation we sometimes replace N (U S ) by N (S) when the context is clear. Lemma 3.3. Let (X, T ) be a topological dynamical system and U an open cover of X. Given n ∈ N and S ⊂ n * the following properties hold:
(1) This follows from the fact that
(2) We show this for two sets S 1 and S 2 and use induction. Because
Proof of Theorem 3.
We prove the statement by showing for each open cover U of X,
Recall that by Proposition 2.10 for every cover U of X, Asc(X, U , T ) ≤ h top (X, U , T ). We would like to show that (3.14) lim
Let k > max{2k 0 , 2/ε} and let n > k. Form the family of bad sets B(n, k, ε) as in the statement of Lemma 3.2 and let the sets K i be as in Equation 3.2. The main idea behind the construction of the intervals K i is that for S ⊂ n * and
, and notice that
By Lemma 3.3,
We then conclude that for any 0 < ε < 1 we can find k such that for all n large enough that
and hence, by Proposition 2.10, lim k→∞ Asc(X, U k , T ) = h top (X, U , T ). Then take the supremum over all covers U of X on both sides of Equation 3.13.
To prove the statement about Int, take an increasing sequence of covers U (n) with Asc(X, U (n) n, T ) h top (X, T ) and apply (2.9), noting that lim
Complexity calculations for shifts of finite type
In this section we calculate the intricacy, average sample complexity, and average sample pressure for some shifts of finite type X ⊂ Σ r . Unless otherwise noted, we will use the uniform system of coefficients c n S = 2
−n and open covers by rank 0 cylinder sets. Recall that for a subset S ⊂ n * , N (S) counts the number of words seen at the places in S over all sequences x ∈ X. Proposition 4.1. Let X be a shift of finite type over the alphabet A with adjacency matrix M such that M 2 > 0. Given S ⊂ n * denote the disjoint maximal subsets of consecutive integers that compose S by I 1 , . . . , I k with |I j | = t j for t j ∈ N. Then
and (4.3)
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a shift of finite type with adjacency matrix M such that
Proof. We break the sum over all subsets S ⊂ n * in the definition of average sample complexity into the sum over those S ⊂ n * that contain n − 1 and those that do not. Since c n S has no dependence on S, the sum over S ⊂ n * that do not contain n − 1 is equivalent to the sum over S ⊂ (n − 1) * . The sum over the sets containing n − 1 is then broken into a sum over sets that contain n − 2 and those that do not contain n − 2. We simplify the sum over sets that do not contain n − 2 using Proposition 4.1 and continue the process inductively.
We prove first that
Let (4.6) a n = S⊂n * log N (S) and λ k = log N (k * ).
Using the process described above and Equations 4.2 and 4.3, it can be shown that for n > 1
Therefore, for n > 1 (4.8) a n − a n−1 = λ n + λ n−2 + 2λ n−3 + 4λ n−4 + · · · + 2 n−3 λ 1 + a n−1 , which gives (4.9)
We use induction to prove Equation 4.5 by showing (4.10) a n = λ n + 2
which would follow from (4.12) lim
We know that H(n) = log N (n * )/n converges to the topological entropy of (X, σ), so (4.13) lim
Corollary 4.3. Let X be a shift of finite type with adjacency matrix M such that
Corollary 4.4. Two shifts of finite type, X 1 and X 2 , that have positive square adjacency matrices and have the same complexity functions (|L n * (X 1 )| = |L n * (X 2 )| for all n ∈ N) have the same average sample complexity and intricacy of rank 0 open covers using the uniform system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n .
Example 4.5. The full r-shift has a positive square adjacency matrix and N (k
We also have Int(Σ r , U 0 , σ) = 2 Asc(Σ r , U 0 , σ) − h top (Σ r , σ) and h top (Σ r , σ) = log r, so we find
This example shows that a completely independent (segregated) shift system has zero intricacy when it is taken over rank 0 cylinder sets with the uniform system of coefficients.
Next we present intricacy and average sample complexity calculations for a few interesting shifts of finite type. M is the adjacency matrix for each SFT and ρ(M ) is the smallest power for which M is positive. The calculations are done using the uniform system of coefficients c Table 4 .1. When looking at comparisons of N (S) for each SFT for all S ⊂ 4 * we can see where the differences occur in the average sample complexity and intricacy functions. For instance, the first SFT has 13 words that appear at {0, 1, 3}, whereas the second SFT has 11 words on those indices. Figure 4 .1 shows part of the graphs of Asc(n) for these two systems. Notice that the smallest power for which the adjacency matrix for the first SFT is positive is 3, while it is 4 for the second SFT. This gives us a clue as to what Asc(n) and Int(n) measure. Even though both SFTs have the same number of words of each length, the structure of these words is different. The words that appear in sequences for the first SFT are more complex in some sense because there is more freedom to build them.
Example 4.7. In the next example (see Table 4 .2) we use Theorem 4.2 to compare average sample complexity and intricacy of rank 0 cylinder sets for two shifts of finite type with positive square adjacency matrices, which we denote by X 1 and X 2 , respectively. These shifts both have the same entropy, but they have different average sample complexity and intricacy. Their complexity functions are different but have the same exponential growth rate. In this case, intricacy and average sample complexity tell us more than the entropy. The reason these quantities are smaller for X 2 than X 1 is that |L n * (X 2 )| < |L n * (X 1 )| for all n. Table 4 .3 shows seven SFTs with the same entropy but not all the same intricacy or average sample complexity functions. The smallest power for which the first four adjacency matrices and the last adjacency matrix are positive is 2, while it is 3 for the other two adjacency matrices. These two groups have the same Asc and Int. The last SFT is unique among these seven in that it has the same entropy as the other six SFTs, the square of its adjacency matrix is positive, but it has lower intricacy and average sample complexity than the others (the rounding makes it appear to have the same intricacy in the table).
Measure-theoretic intricacy and average sample complexity
We formulate definitions of measure-theoretic intricacy and measure-theoretic average sample complexity in analogy with measure-theoretic entropy.
Definition 5.1. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system, α = {A 1 , . . . , A n } a finite measurable partition of X and c n S a system of coefficients. Recall
The measure-theoretic intricacy of T with respect to the partition α is
The measure-theoretic average sample complexity of T with respect to the partition α is
If (X, T ) is a subshift, α the partition by rank 0 cylinder sets and U (α) the corresponding open cover of X, then Asc µ (X, α, T ) ≤ Asc(X, U , T ), since, for each n and S ⊂ n * , H µ (α S ) ≤ log N (U (α) S ). We also define the measure-theoretic intricacy function and the measure-theoretic average sample complexity function as we did in the topological case.
Definition 5.2. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system, α a finite measurable partition of X and a system of coefficients c n S . The measure-theoretic average sample complexity function of T with respect to the partition α is given by
The measure-theoretic intricacy function of T with respect to the partition α is given by
When the context is clear we may also write these as Asc µ (n) and Int µ (n). As in Proposition 2.5, restricting S to include 0 gives us half of Asc µ (X, α, T ):
since the limit of the second term is 0.
Theorem 5.3. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system and α a finite measurable partition. For a system of coefficients c n S , Asc µ (X, α, T ) exists and equals
as in the proof of Theorem 2.8. We have
The proof of subadditivity of b n follows in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 2.8.
Corollary 5.4. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system and α a finite measurable partition. If c n S is a system of coefficients, then the limit in the definition Int µ (X, α, T ) (Definition 5.1) exists.
Proof. This follows from the fact that
Proposition 5.5. Let (X, T ) be a topological dynamical system, α a fixed Borel measurable partition of X, and c n S = 2 −n for all S ⊂ n * . There exist ergodic probability measures on X that maximize Asc µ (X, α, T ).
Proof. An adaptation of the argument in [6, Prop.10.13, p. 61] shows that Asc µ (X, α, T ) is an affine function of µ. Since Asc µ (X, α, T ) is an infimum of continuous functions of µ (see Theorem 5.3), it is an upper semi-continuous function of µ. The space of invariant probability measures on X is nonempty and compact in the weak * -topology, and an upper semi-continuous function on a compact space attains its supremum. Therefore, the set of measures µ that maximize Asc µ (X, α, T ) is nonempty. It is convex because Asc µ (X, α, T ) is affine in µ. The extreme points of this set coincide with the ergodic measures that maximize Asc µ (X, α, T ). (See Chapter 8 of [27] for more details and proofs of the properties of h µ (X, α, T ).) Now we establish a measure-theoretic analogue to Theorem 3.1:
The proof follows the structure of the proof of Theorem 3.1, and, as in the topological case, the theorem motivates us to focus the study of measure-theoretic intricacy and measure-theoretic average sample complexity on particular partitions, for example the partition by time-zero cylinder sets in subshifts.
Theorem 5.6. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system and fix the system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n . Then
Lemma 5.7. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system and α a finite measurable partition of X. Given n ∈ N and S ⊂ n * , the following properties hold:
Corollary 5.8. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system, α a finite measurable partition of X, and fix the system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n . Then
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.6 and Equation 5.8 by considering an increasing sequence of partitions
The next results give a relationship between measure-theoretic average sample complexity of a finite measurable partition α, the first-return map on a cross product, and a series summed over i involving the conditional entropies H µ (α | α i ). We will take advantage of this in the next section to compute Asc µ and Int µ for 1-step Markov shifts. One purpose of accurately computing Asc µ and Int µ is to look for measures µ that maximize these quantities.
When the weights are c n S = 2 −n , by considering subsets S as being formed by random choices of elements of n * we obtain Theorem 5.9, which relates Asc µ (X, α, T ) to half the entropy of the first return map T X×A on a cross product X × A of X with the cylinder A = [1] in the full 2-shift with respect to the finite measurable partition α × A.
In the one-sided full 2-shift, Σ + 2 , we define A = [1] = {ξ ∈ Σ + 2 : ξ 0 = 1}. Then, subsets S ⊂ n * correspond to occurrences of 1 in the first n elements of sequences ξ ∈ A. Denote by ξ n−1 0 both the string ξ 0 ξ 1 . . . ξ n−1 and the cylinder set {z ∈ Σ + 2 : z i = ξ i for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. We denote the subsets S ⊂ n * or N corresponding to ξ by S(ξ n−1 0 ) = {i ∈ n * : ξ i = 1} and S(ξ) = {i ∈ N : ξ i = 1}. Since averaging H µ (α S ) over all S with weights 2 −n amounts to picking random S and taking the expectation of H µ (α S ), we make calculations by doing the latter.
We introduce some notation and give some facts necessary for the statements and proofs of Theorem 5.9 and Proposition 5.10; see [18] for more background information and details. Let P denote the Bernoulli measure B(1/2, 1/2) on Σ + 2 . Let A be the subset of Σ + 2 defined above and denote by n A : A → N the minimum return time of a sequence ξ ∈ A to A under the shift σ, i.e., (5.12) n A (ξ) = inf{n ≥ 1 : σ n ξ ∈ A} = inf{n ≥ 1 : ξ n = 1}.
Define A n = {ξ ∈ A : n A (ξ) = n}, n ≥ 1. Since (Σ + 2 , σ, P ) is ergodic, the expected recurrence time of a point ξ ∈ A to A is 1/P (A). Let σ A ξ = σ n A (ξ) ξ. Given a positive integer n and sequence ξ ∈ A, define m ξ (n) by
the sum of the first n return times of ξ to A. Since the expected return time of ξ to A is 1/P (A), we have that
Since n A ∈ L 1 , the Ergodic Theorem implies m ξ /n → 2 in L 1 as well.
For a measure-preserving system (X, B, µ, T ) denote by T X×A the first-return map on X × A, so that T X×A (x, ξ) = (T n A (ξ) x, σ A ξ). In the proof we also use the fact that for two countable measurable partitions α and γ of X
Theorem 5.9. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be an ergodic measure-preserving system and α a finite measurable partition of X. Let A = [1] = {ξ ∈ Σ + 2 : ξ 0 = 1} and let β = α × A be the related finite partition of X × A. Denote by T X×A the first-return map on X × A and let P A = P/P [1] denote the measure P restricted to A and normalized. Let c n S = 2 −n for all S ⊂ n * . Then
Proof. Given ε > 0, define the set U ε (n) ⊂ A by
) is the join of at most 2n − m ξ(n) terms, each of entropy no more than H µ (α). The same estimate applies in case m ξ (n) > 2n − 1.
By the definition of H µ we know (1/m ξ )H µ α ) dP A (ξ) = 0.
Thus for large enough n,
For large n the first term is bounded by 2εH µ (α), and the second tends to 0 as n → ∞. Therefore
X×A (α × A) to which (x, ξ) belongs. Some caution is necessary here: although β does not partition the second coordinate in X × A, when β is moved by T X×A and the resulting partitions are joined, some partitioning of the second coordinate does take place, due to the return-times partition of A with respect to T A . Thus β n * is a proper refinement of α
Turning to the remaining inequality in the statement of the theorem, by definition of the information function I we have
For each x ∈ X and ξ ∈ A, β n * (x, ξ) ⊂ α
and hence (5.25) implies (5.27)
Proposition 5.10. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a 1-step Markov shift and α the finite time-0 generating partition of X. Let c n S = 2 −n for all S ⊂ n * . Then
Proof. Using the above notation, let S(ξ) = {s 0 (ξ), s 1 (ξ). . . . }, abbreviated {s 0 , s 1 , . . . }. For ξ ∈ A we have s 0 = 0 and on A i we have s 1 (ξ) = n A (ξ) = i. For ξ ∈ A, there are n hits of A among ξ, σξ, . . . , σ m ξ (n)−1 ξ. By the conditional entropy formula,
etc., and so by the Markov property
A ξ) and σ A is measurepreserving on A, each of these latter terms has the same integral over A. Combining this with (5.16) and (5.19),
We are grateful to Jean-Paul Thouvenot for helping to analyze more precisely the relationship, described in the following theorem, between Asc µ (X, α, T ) and the entropy of the partition β = α × A under the first-return map T X×A expressed in Theorem 5.9. Continue with the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 5.9. The first-return system consisting of T X×A on X × A may also be regarded as a skew product. The base system is (A, σ A , P A ), and the map is given by T X×A (x, ξ) = (T n A (ξ) x, σ A ξ). (Here the base is written in the second coordinate.) We may write T n A (ξ) = T ξ x. The base system (A, σ A , P A ) is isomorphic to the countable-state Bernoulli system with states A i = {ξ ∈ A : n A (ξ) = i}, i ≥ 1, and probabilities P A (A i ) = 1/2 i , i = 1, 2, . . . . Let A = {X × A n : n ≥ 1} denote the σ-algebra generated by the sets A I , i ≥ 1.
Since in our setting a partition or algebra may be moved either by the original transformation or by the first-return (or skew product) transformation, we adopt special notation for the latter:
etc., also for the σ-algebras generated as n → ∞.
According to the formula for the entropy of a skew product,
is the fiber entropy of the skew product system with respect to the fixed partition α.
The following theorem identifies Asc µ (X, α, T ) as one-half of the conditional entropy of the partition β of X × A, moved by the first-return map T X×A , given the return-times algebra A * −∞,∞ of the base. The process (β, T X×A , µ × P A ) reads only the first coordinate (the cell of the partition α of X), not knowing the times at which the readings are being made; it must be given extra information about the return times to arrive at Asc µ (X, α, T ). This is the reason for the inequality in (5.16). 
Proof. Each cell C of A * 0,n−1 corresponds to a choice of S ⊂ m ξ (n) * , so
From Theorem 5.9, (5.37)
since A * n,∞ ∨ A * −∞,−1 is independent of A * 0,n−1 and β * 0,n−1 , so conditioning on A * 0,n−1 is the same as on A * −∞,∞ . We follow the standard argument from entropy theory which uses the measure-preserving property to form a telescoping sum in order to show that lim(1/n)H µ (α
. Sum on j = 1, . . . , n, divide by n, and take the limit to obtain
Similarly, continuing with the above notation, remembering that |S(ξ
)| = n, again using the measure-preserving property of σ A , and applying Theorem 5.9, (5.40)
Remark 5.12. The preceding formulas also yield formula (5.28) when (X, µ, T, α) is a 1-step Markov process:
Analysis of Markov shifts
A (1-step) Markov shift, (A Z , B, µ P,p , σ) consists of a finite alphabet which we take to be A = {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}, the σ-algebra B generated by cylinder sets, a shift-invariant measure µ P,p determined by an r × r stochastic matrix P and a probability vector p fixed by P , and the shift transformation σ. The measure of a cylinder set determined by consecutive indices is (6.1) µ P,p {x :
Thus P ij = µ P,p (x 1 = j|x 0 = i). A k-step Markov measure P is a 1-step Markov measure on the recoding of the shift space by k-blocks. Then the transition matrix is r k × r k , and the states are the k-blocks. In some cases, whole rows or columns of P will be 0 and will be left out.
To apply Corollary 5.10 to Markov shifts, with α the partition into rank zero cylinder sets A i = {x ∈ A Z : x 0 = i}, we let T = σ −1 . Then
For Markov shifts, the probability that x 0 = k if we know x −i = j does not depend on the entries x −l for l > i. Thus in this case
Corollary 5.10 applies to Markov shifts with memories larger than 1 by first representing them as equivalent 1-step Markov shifts via a higher block coding. If P is the stochastic matrix of the 1-step Markov shift equivalent to a given higher step Markov shift, then H µ P,p (α | α ∞ i ) becomes more difficult to write in terms of entries of P than for the case of 1-step Markov shifts. This is because the entries of P are probabilities of going from 2-block states to 2-block states, but, since α is the partition by rank zero cylinder sets, to find H µ P,p (α | α ∞ i ) we are required to find the probability of going from 2-block states to 1-block states. Denote by P j"yz" the entry of P representing the probability of going from 2-block state j to 2-block state "yz" where y, z ∈ A are the two symbols that make up the terminal 2-block. In this case (6.5)
In the following sections we use Equations 6.4 and 6.6 to compute the measure-theoretic average sample complexity for some examples of Markov shifts. In each example the matrix P depends on at most two parameters, enabling us to plot in either [0, 1] × R or [0, 1] × [0, 1] × R these independent parameters versus measure-theoretic average sample complexity. Similarly, we can make plots of measure-theoretic entropy and measure-theoretic intricacy.
We used Mathematica [20] to make graphs and compute values. The calculations for measure-theoretic average sample complexity and measure-theoretic intricacy are found by taking the sum of the first 20 terms of either (6.4) or (6.6), depending on the case. The measures in the tables give maximum values for either measure-theoretic entropy, measure-theoretic intricacy, or measure-theoretic average sample complexity. The bolded numbers in tables are the maxima for the given category. Tables show computations correct to 3 decimal places. To simplify notation we denote µ P,p by µ in this section. In this example we consider 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift. P is dependent on two variables, P 00 and P 11 . P and p are given by (6.7) P = P 00 1 − P 00 1 − P 11 P 11 and p = 1 − P 11 2 − P 00 − P 11 , 1 − P 00 2 − P 00 − P 11 . Table 6 .1 contains calculations for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift. There are two measures that maximize Int µ , both of which lie on a boundary plane. We know entropy has a maximum value of log 2 when the measure is Bernoulli. This is also the measure that maximizes Asc µ with a value of (log 2)/2. The left graph in Figure 6 .1 shows Asc µ for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift. We observe that this plot is strictly convex and therefore has a unique measure of maximal average sample complexity occurring when P 00 = P 11 = 0.5. This is the same as the measure of maximal entropy. The measuretheoretic average sample complexity for this measure on the full 2-shift is (log 2)/2, which is equal to the topological average sample complexity of the full 2-shift with respect to the cover by rank 0 cylinder sets. The fourth measure shown in Table 6 .1 is interesting because it is a fully supported local maximum for Int µ . This can be seen in the right graph of Figure 6 .1, which shows Int µ for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift. The absolute maxima of Int µ occur in the planes P 00 = 0 and P 11 = 0. The full 2-shift restricted to these planes represents proper subshifts of the full 2-shift isomorphic to the golden mean shift, which we discuss in the next example. Figure 6 .2 shows the boundary plane P 11 = 0 for the intricacy in order better to view the maximum. It appears that there is an interior local maximum for Int µ among 1-step Markov measures.
We also observe that measure-theoretic intricacy is 0 when P 00 = 1 − P 11 . We prove this using Equation 6.4 with the simplified matrix and fixed vector (6.8) P = P 00 1 − P 00 P 00 1 − P 00 and p = (P 00 , 1 − P 00 ).
We show 2 Asc µ = h µ and thus Int µ = 0. Since P i = P for all i = 1, 2, . . . , and (6.9) 1 j,k=0 p j (P i ) jk log(P i ) jk = P 00 log P 00 + (1 − P 00 ) log(1 − P 00 ) = −h µ P,p (σ), 
. Figure 6 .3 shows the graph of h µ on the left and a combined plot on the right, which, in order from top to bottom, shows h µ , Asc µ , and Int µ . Each graph is symmetric about the plane P 00 = P 11 .
The unique measure of maximal entropy occurs when P 00 = P 11 = 0.5 and has entropy log 2. Analysis of the graphs of Asc µ and Int µ for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift leads to the following conjectures.
Conjecture 6.1. For each k ≥ 1, there is a unique k-step Markov measure µ k on the full 2-shift that maximizes Asc µ among all k-step Markov measures.
We base this conjecture on the observation of convexity in the graph of Asc µ for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift. 6.2. 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift. For 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift, P and p depend on the single parameter P 00 : (6.11) P = P 00 1 − P 00 1 0 and p = 1 2 − P 00 , 1 − 1 2 − P 00 .
The measure of maximal entropy occurs when P 00 = 1/φ, where φ is the golden mean, and the measuretheoretic entropy for this measure is h µ P,p (σ) = log φ. Table 6 .2. 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift Figure 6 .4. 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift Figure 6 .4 includes two graphs for 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift with P 00 as the horizontal axis. The graph on the left includes six curves. Five curves are plots of the measure-theoretic average sample complexity function of n for n = 2, . . . , 6 computed using Definition 5.2. The sixth is a plot using Equation 6 .4. This graph shows that the average sample complexity functions quickly approach their limit Asc µ . As P 00 approaches 1, the functions become better approximations for Asc µ . Here we consider 2-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift. In this case we have two parameters. We let P 000 and P 100 be the probability of going from 00 to 00 and from 10 to 00 respectively. P and p are given by (6.12) P =   P 000 1 − P 000 0 0 0 1 P 100 1 − P 100 0   and (6.13) p = − P 100 2P 000 − P 100 − 2 , P 100 2 (2P 000 − P 100 − 2) + 0.5, P 100 2 (2P 000 − P 100 − 2) + 0.5 Table 6 .3 and the plots in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are similar to those in the previous examples. As expected, the maximal h µ is log φ as it was for 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift.
The graph of Asc µ as a function of the parameters of 2-step Markov shifts appears strictly convex, as was the case for 1-step Markov measures on the full 2-shift; this gives evidence for the existence of a unique maximizing measure. The maximum for Int µ is not fully supported and occurs on the plane P 000 = 1. The maximum values of both Asc µ and Int µ strictly increase as we go from 1-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift to 2-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift. There is no reason to expect that these values will not continue to increase as we move to higher k-step Markov measures on the golden mean shift, leading to the following conjectures.
Conjecture 6.4. For each k ≥ 1, there is a unique k-step Markov measure µ k on the golden mean shift that maximizes Asc µ among all k-step Markov measures. Furthermore, if
Conjecture 6.5. On the golden mean shift there is a unique measure of maximum Asc µ , and it is not Markov of any order.
7. Questions 7.1. Maximal measures. On every irreducible shift of finite type there is a unique measure of maximal entropy, the Shannon-Parry measure. It is a Markov measure determined by the transition matrix of the SFT. In the preceding section we saw evidence that perhaps shifts of finite type (and maybe also many Is there a variational principle, which might say that for a subshift (X, T ) with partition α into rank 0 cylinder sets (and corresponding cover U (α)), sup µ Asc µ (X, α, T ) = Asc(X, U (α), T )? In the topological case the first-return map T X×A is not continuous nor expansive nor even defined on all of X × A in general, so known results about measures of maximal entropy and equilibrium states do not apply. To maximize Int, there is the added problem of the minus sign in Int(X, U , T ) = 2 Asc(X, U , T ) − h top (X, U , T ). If high intricacy, which we have proposed to think of as organized flexibility, really is a desirable property, presumably systems that can evolve through trial and error will seek to maximize it; thus understanding maximizing measures, and their generalizations when a potential function is present, can have important applications.
7.2. Improved formulas and computational methods. Equation 4.4 gives us a formula for computing the average sample complexity of rank zero cylinder sets for certain shifts of finite type and the uniform system of coefficients. We need formulas to calculate average sample complexity for all shifts of finite type, other subshifts, and indeed other types of dynamical systems. We also need methods aside from brute force to get good approximations, in less computation time, for average sample complexity and intricacy.
7.3.
Further analysis of shifts of finite type. Suppose a shift of finite type, X, has square positive adjacency matrix. We know that the intricacy of X with respect to rank 0 cylinder sets using the uniform system of coefficients depends only on |L n * (X)|, i.e. its complexity function (see Theorem 4.2), and therefore two shifts of finite type with square positive adjacency matrices and the same complexity functions have the same intricacy (and intricacy functions). We have examples of shifts of finite type with the same complexity functions but different intricacy functions. In these examples the smallest power for which the adjacency matrices are positive differ. Under what conditions will two shifts of finite type with the same complexity functions have the same intricacy functions? Maybe two shifts of finite type will have the same intricacy functions (with respect to rank 0 cylinder sets and the uniform system of coefficients) exactly when they have the same complexity functions and the same smallest power for which their adjacency matrices are positive.
7.4. Higher-dimensional shifts and general group actions. The definitions of average sample complexity and intricacy generalize naturally to higher-dimensional subshifts, general group (or semigroup) actions, and networks. Systems such as these would have to be considered if one wanted to take into account underlying system geometry (e.g., connections among neurons), but since the computation and understanding of entropy is already problematic in these settings, progress is not likely to be easy.
7.5.
Relative Asc and Int. When there is a factor map π : (X, T ) → (Y, S), there are definitions of relative entropy, relatively maximal measures, relative equilibrium states, etc. [13, 4, 26, 19, 2] . All of this could be generalized to Asc and Int.
7.6. Maximizing subsets. For a topological system (X, T ) and a cover U of X, for each n ≥ 1 we would like to find the subset(s) S ⊂ n * that maximize log N (U S ) and log(N (U S )N (U S c )/N (U n * )). For shifts of finite type with positive square adjacency matrix and covers by rank zero cylinder sets, it is a consequence of Proposition 4.1 that log N (U S ) is maximized for the subset S ⊂ n * , S = {0, 2, 4, 6, . . . , n− 1} for n even and S = {0, 2, . . . , n − 2} or S = {1, 3, . . . , n − 1} for n odd. Similarly, for a measurepreserving system (X, B, µ, T ) and partition α of X, for each n ≥ 1 we would like to find the subset(s) S ⊂ n * that maximize H µ (α S ) and
Finding maximizing subsets S ⊂ n * could lead to improved computational methods for estimating average sample complexity and intricacy by allowing us to focus on subsets that have the greatest effect.
7.7. Entropy is the only finitely observable invariant. In [17] , D. Ornstein and B. Weiss show that any finitely observable measure-theoretic isomorphism invariant is necessarily a continuous function of entropy. (A function J with values in some metric space, defined for all finite-valued, stationary, ergodic processes, is said to be finitely observable if there is a sequence of functions S n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) that for every process X converges to J(X ) for almost every realization x 1 , x 2 , . . . ) of X .) In view of this result it is perhaps not surprising that the invariants sup α Asc µ (X, α, T ) and sup α Int(X, α, T ) are both equal to measure-theoretic entropy. But we do not know whether Asc µ and Int µ are finitely observable-for one thing, we lack an analogue of the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem for these quantities. Further, that the supremum over open covers of Asc and Int yields the usual topological entropy suggests that there might be some kind of topological analogue of this Ornstein-Weiss theorem.
7.8. Alternate definition of the average sample complexity function. Recall that for a subshift N (S) gives the number of words seen at the places in the set S ⊂ n * among all sequences in X, and the average sample complexity function is an average over all S of log N (S) (Definition 2.6). In analogy with the complexity function p X (n) of a subshift, which gives the number of words of length n found among all sequences in the subshift, one could consider an alternate sample complexity function
This quantity, and its corresponding alternate intricacy function, would provide a different measure of the complexity of a system. 7.9. Average sample complexity of an infinite or finite word. The average sample complexity function of a fixed sequence x on a finite alphabet may be defined to be that of its orbit closure, and similarly for the alternate average sample complexity just defined. For a finite sequence u = u 0 . . . u m−1 , for each n = 1, 2, . . . , m and S ⊂ n * one could define N u (S) to be the number of different words seen along the places in S in all the subwords u i . . . u i+n−1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ m − n and form averages
One could compare finite words according to these and other complexity measures, and for infinite words one might ask, for example, which are the aperiodic sequences with minimum Asc(n) or Alt(n).
7.10. Partition n * into m subsets. Our definition for intricacy in dynamical systems is based on partitioning the set n * into a subset S and its complement S c . We could also consider partitioning n * into more than two subsets, disjoint S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m whose union is n * . Let S (m) ⊂ n * denote the set of all partitions of n * into m subsets and denote by c S (m) a new weighting factor depending on the partition S (m). For (X, T ) a topological dynamical system and U an open cover of X, one may define the m-intricacy of X with respect to U to be
The analogous generalization to intricacy functionals was already proposed in [25, 5] . One could also average over m.
7.11. Definition based on Rokhlin entropy. In [23] , Rokhlin entropy is defined for probability preserving group actions as the infimum of the measure-theoretic entropies over countable generating partitions; Rokhlin [21] had shown that for free ergodic Z actions it coincides with ordinary measuretheoretic entropy. We may define the measure-theoretic Rokhlin average sample complexity based on Rokhlin entropy to be
α is a countable generating partition} , and the topological version,
Since these are now invariants of isomorphism and conjugacy, what are they? Always the ordinary entropy? Always 0?
7.12. Application of topological average sample pressure to coding sequence density. In [10] , Koslicki and Thompson give a new approach to coding sequence density estimation in genomic analysis based on topological pressure. They use topological pressure as a computational tool for predicting the distribution of coding sequences and identifying gene-rich regions. In their study, they consider finite sequences on the alphabet {A, C, G, T }, weight each word of length 3, and compute the topological pressure as one would for a 3-block coding of the full 4-shift. The weighting function (potential function) is found by training parameters so that the topological pressure fits the observed coding sequence density on the human genome. If one were to make similar computations but replace topological pressure with topological average sample pressure, which takes into account mutual influences among sets of sites, these finer measurements might better detect coding regions or otherwise help to understand the structure of genomes.
Definition A.1. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space. Let f ∈ C(X, R) and S ⊂ n * . Define
F is an (S, ε) spanning set for X .
Then, for a fixed system of coefficients c n S , the average sample pressure of T given f and ε, Asp ε (T, f ), is
Definition A.2. We also define average sample pressure in terms of (S, ε) separated sets. Let
P S (T, f, ε) and Asp ε (T, f ) are nondecreasing as ε decreases. We use Asp to denote the definition which uses (S, ε) spanning sets and Asp to denote the definition which uses (S, ε) separated sets since, in general, for a given ε these may not be equal.
Proposition A.3. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space. Let f ∈ C(X, R) and S ⊂ n * . Given ε > 0,
Proof. We first notice that in Equation A.3 we can take the supremum over (S, ε) separated sets, E, that are maximal, i.e. if we were to add another point to E then it would no longer be an (S, ε) separated set. This is because exp i∈S f (T i x) > 0 for all x ∈ X, so the more points x we sum this value over, the larger it gets. Now, if E is a maximal (S, ε) separated set then it must be an (S, ε) spanning set for X. This is because given x ∈ X \ E and y ∈ E, if d(T si x, T si y) > ε, for all i = 0, . . . , |S| − 1, then we could add x to E and E would still be (S, ε) separated, contradicting that E is a maximal (S, ε) separated set.
Proof. The first inequality follows directly from Proposition A.3. The second inequality is true because
for all S ⊂ n * .
Next we give the definition of average sample pressure in terms of open covers.
Definition A.5. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space. Let f ∈ C(X, R) and S ⊂ n * . If U is an open cover of X, then we define
V is a finite subcover of U S and (A.9)
V is a finite subcover of U S .
Define the the average sample pressure of (X, T ) and the open cover U of X, given f and a system of coefficients c n S , by
Similarly, we define another average sample pressure by
Proposition A.6. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space. Let f ∈ C(X, R) and fix a system of coefficients c n S . If U is an open cover of X then
Lemma A.7. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space, f ∈ C(X, R), and
Proof. First we show
For each finite open subcover V 1 of U S1 and V 2 of U S2 , V 1 ∨ V 2 is a finite subcover of U S and (A.16)
This shows
Proposition A.8. Let λ c be a symmetric probability measure on [0, 1]. Then the limit in Equation A.11 exists for c
The following theorem is needed to show, in Theorem A.11, Corollary A.12, Theorem A.13, and Corollary A.14, following the plan in [27, pp. 209-212] , that taking the limit on ε yields the same result as taking the supremum over open covers, namely the ordinary topological pressure P (T, f ) or ordinary topological entropy h top . The proof follows the proof in [27, Theorem 9.2, p. 210]. We denote the diameter of a cover by diam(U ) = sup U ∈U diam(U ).
Theorem A.9. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space. Let f ∈ C(X, R) and S ⊂ n * .
(i) If U is an open cover of X with Lebesgue number δ, then q S (T, f, U ) ≤ Q S (T, f, δ/2) ≤ P S (T, f, δ/2).
(ii) If ε > 0 and U is an open cover of
Lemma A.10. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on the compact metric space (X, d). Let f ∈ C(X, R). The following are equal to lim ε→0 + Asp ε (T, f ):
(ii) lim
Conversely, let U be an open cover with Lebesgue number δ. Fix n and S ⊂ n * . Then by Theorem A.9
Hence,
This implies
and therefore, since the average S (using general coefficienmts c n S ) has size n/2,
(ii) and (iii) We know
Therefore, (A.25)
Thus, using (i) above,
(iv) Let U be an open cover of X with Lebesgue number 2ε. Then q S (T, f, U ) ≤ Q S (T, f, ε) by Theorem A.9 (i), so
The next theorem gives a relationship between average sample pressure and topological pressure when we fix c n S = 2 −n , similar to Theorem 3.1, which gives a relationship between average sample complexity and topological entropy.
Theorem A.11. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on the compact metric space X. Let f ∈ C(X, R) and S ⊂ n * . For the fixed system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n for all n ∈ N and S ⊂ n * ,
Proof. By Corollary A.4 we know Asp ε (T, f ) ≤ P (T, f ), so it suffices to show the opposite inequality.
We will proceed in a similar manner as we did in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Most of the calculations in this proof can be found in the proof of the theorem either directly or by replacing N (U S ) in that proof by p S (T, f, U ). For that reason, many of the details have been left out. Let U be an open cover of X. Recall that
V is a finite subcover of
Let k > max{2k 0 , 2/ε} and assume k is even. Choose n > k such that k/2 divides n and form the family of bad sets B(n, k, ε) as in the statement of Lemma 3.2. Let S / ∈ B and E = n * \ (S + k * ). Note that |E| ≤ nε and
Thus if S / ∈ B, by Lemma A.7
This implies (remembering that for large n we have
Combining Equation A.36, Lemma A.10 (i), and Theorem 9.4 in [27] we have (A.37)
We note that sup U Asp (T, f, U ) might be strictly larger than P (T, f ) (see [27, Remark (18) , p. 212]).
Theorem A.13. Let T : X → X be a continuous transformation on a compact metric space and f ∈ C(X, R). For the system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n for all n ∈ N and S ⊂ n * ,
Proof. Given ε > 0, let U ε be the open cover of X by balls of radius 2ε, and let V ε be the open cover of X by balls of radius ε/2. U ε has 2ε for a Lebesgue number, so by Theorem A.9, for each S ⊂ n * (A.40)
Combining Equation A.40 with Theorem A.11 and Lemma A.10 gives the result.
Corollary A.14. If X is a compact metric space and T : X → X is a continuous map, for the system of coefficients c n S = 2 −n for all n ∈ N and S ⊂ n * ,
In practice, we will fix an open cover U or an ε > 0 when doing calculations to find values of Asp(T, f, U ), Asp (T, f, U ), Asp ε (T, f ), and Asp ε (T, f ). As with average sample complexity and intricacy, we define the average sample pressure function using (S, ε) spanning sets by
or with (S, ε) separated sets by
We also define these functions using open covers: 
Now we compute average sample pressure for some shifts of finite type and potential functions. Given a shift of finite type (X, σ) and a subset S ⊂ n * , recall that L S (X) denotes the set of words seen at the places in S for all legal words in X. Recall also that the metric, d, we put on subshifts is defined by d(x, y) = 1/(m + 1), where m = inf{|k| : x k = y k }. We consider the case when the potential function f ∈ C(X, R) is a function of a single coordinate, i.e. f (x) = f (x 0 ). Letting ε = 1 and c n S be a system of coefficients, the average sample pressure of a shift of finite type X and potential function f is given by
Notice if f (x) ≡ 0, then we get
Example A.15. Consider the full r-shift Σ r with a function f that depends on a single coordinate. We have (A.48)
Thus, if we fix c n S = 2 −n , then for the full r-shift
Example A.16. Consider the shifts of finite type in 10) and Asp 1 (σ, f 2 , 10) for these two subshifts. Notice that f 1 places more weight on the symbol 2, whereas f 2 places more weight on the symbol 1. It is not surprising that the second SFT has a larger value for Asp 1 (σ, f 1 , 10) than it does for Asp 1 (σ, f 2 , 10), since every time a 1 appears in a sequence of of this shift, a 2 must follow it.
Appendix B. Extensions to General Intricacy WeightsUsing the characterization in Theorem 2.1 we show that the main theorems (3.1, A.11, 5.6, 5.9, 5.10) extend to arbitrary intricacy weights c n S . We preserve the setup and notation of of Sections 3 and A. Given 0 < ε < 1, k, and n > k, form the sets K i and the family B(n, k, ε) as in Section 3. Let λ c be a symmetric probability measure on [0, 1] and form the weights c n S according to Formula 2.2. Noting that c n S depends only on |S|, and of necessity small and large |S| must be treated separately, we fix δ > 0 and estimate separately the sums of c n S over the sets S with |S| ≥ nδ and |S| < nδ.
Remark B.1. Any possible point mass of λ c at 0 (hence also at 1) contributes nothing to any c n S , so we assume that λ c {0, 1} = 0.
The following lemma will substitute in the general situation for Lemma 3.2.
Lemma B.2. Fix 0 < ε < 1, k ∈ N, and n > k and form the sets K i and the family B = B(n, k, ε) as before. For each j = 0, . . . , n let B j = B j (n, k, ε) = {S ∈ B : |S| = j}. Let 0 < δ < 1/2. Then there is a constant C such that Then the rest of the argument (lim k→∞ Asp (T, f, U k * ) ≥ . . . ) proceeds as before.
Then the extensions to arbitrary systems of coefficients of Theorem 3.1, Corollary A.12, Theorem A.13, and Corollary A.14 are direct consequences of Theorem B.4.
We turn now to the extension to arbitrary systems of coefficients of Theorems 5.6 and 5.9 on measuretheoretic average sample complexity.
Theorem B.5. Let (X, B, µ, T ) be a measure-preserving system and fix a system of coefficients. Then Proof. Follow the proof of Theorem 5.6. Use H µ (α E ) ≤ |E|H µ (α), replace 1/2 n by c n S and move it inside the sums, replace log N (S + k * ) by H µ (α S+k * ) and similarly for other refinements along subsets of n * , and replace h top (X, U , T ) by h µ (X, α, T ).
The extensions to arbitrary weights of Theorem 5.9 and Proposition 5.10 are not so straightforward, since averaging with general weights does not translate directly to sampling along a set of first-return times in a measure-preserving system. Indeed, in the general situation the analogue of (5.19) is A (ξ) λ(dp) ≤ (X ×A, β, T X×A )λ(dp).
Proof. Consider first a fixed p ∈ (0, 1). Now m ξ (n)/n → 1/p as n → ∞ for P (p)
A -a.e. ξ ∈ A. Repeat the proof of Theorem 5.9 with U ε (n) = {ξ ∈ A : |m ξ /n − 1/p| > ε} and j = n/p . Again P 
